Abstract. Let N be a set of positive integers and let F(z) = I Anz" be an entire function for which An-0 (n 0 N). It is reasonable to expect that, if D denotes the density of the set N in some sense, then F(z) will behave somewhat similarly in every angle of opening greater than 2vD. For functions of finite order, the appropriate density seems to be the P6lya maximum density 9. In this paper we introduce a new density 9 which is perhaps the appropriate density for the con- The set E is said to be free in S if no element of E belongs to the closure of the vector subspace generated by the other elements of E. A necessary and sufficient
In this paper, we particularise S to be one of the spaces YP(-vA, irA), where 1 ?p ? oo and 0 < A ? 1. We let A = {AJ} be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers and take the elements of E= EA to be en = exp (ixAn) (n = O,1,...)
It was shown by L. Schwartz [14] that, if EA is nonfundamental in YP(-rA, 7rTA), then EA is free in YP(-IrA, 7rA). Further, if EA is free in YP(-17TrA, 7TA) and A'> A, then EA is nonfundamental in YP(-7rA', 7Ti').
As before we have that, if EA Some estimates for the constants Cn in (2) have been obtained in [1] , [3] and [4] under various hypotheses. (See also [5] and [7] .) In this paper we obtain another theorem of this type and discuss an application it has to the theory of entire functions with gap power series. The proof of the theorem is elementary and does not depend on the work of Beurling and Malliavin.
2. Density conditions. The Polya maximum density 9 (see e.g. Levinson The constants AO, A1 and A2 are all greater than 1, since a < 2. With an appropriate choice of C we obtain the required result. In order to obtain an inequality for the coefficient an from this expression, it is desirable that the term anVn(An) should dominate the sum on the right-hand side whenever lanj is not too small compared with the other coefficients. We ensure this by contriving that the functions Vn we construct vanish at each point Ak (other than An) which lies in the interval [ To do this, take N ={Ak-An I O < k < N}, a = An and l= min {1r(A-'), 7rNa} in Lemma 2. We obtain functions p and P with the properties described in the lemma. Now define
jn(x) = {P(O)} exp (-ixAn)p(x).
Then jn satisfies the condition specified above and also 
